Based on coupled-mode equations, the formula of null-null bandwidth for tilted fiber grating is deduced in this paper. Numerical simulations and theoretical analysis of the effects of the tilt angle on bandwidth and maximum reflectivity are performed.
particular spectral characteristics and applications, especially in optical communication and fiber sensing [1] [2] [3] . For tilted gratings, in the core-mode reflection, it is well known that grating tilt reduces the efficiency of coupling between forward and backward core-modes, and hence reduces the reflectivity [1, 4, 5] . However, it has not been paid much attention that grating tilt has great influence on the bandwidth of reflective spectrum. Therefore, this article focuses on theoretical analysis of the effect of grating tilt on the bandwidth.
The bandwidth of fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) has been analyzed in many papers, it is the modulation amplitude and length of FBG that influence the bandwidth [1] . In tilted gratings, the grating tilt is also a factor to act on bandwidth. Therefore, in this article, we deduce the formulas of reflectivity and bandwidth with tilt angle based on coupled-mode equations. In addition to the theoretical formalism, the simulated reflective spectra are performed under different tilt angle. In order to make clear the comprehensive effects of grating length and modulation amplitude on bandwidth, two three-dimensional diagrams are plotted in the case of the maximum reflection of 95%.
There are some special regions corresponding to grating length and modulation, where the bandwidth of reflective spectrum is extraordinary narrow, which is practically meaningful to the tilted grating's application on optical communication and fiber sensing.
Theory treatment
For uniform tilted grating, a perturbation on the effective refractive index eff n of the guided modes can be simply described by According to the reference [4] , coupled-amplitude equations can be described as follows:
Where   
, that is, to good approximation, the grating is equally efficient in forward and backward coupling, and for the mode s-polarized and p-polarized with respect to the gratings, similarly, to good approximation, the expressions of   In a similar way to obtain the reflectivity of FBG [1] , the expression of reflectivity of TFBG with length L can be given as follows:
From Eqs. 
and the null-to-null bandwidth of the spectrum
Simulations and discussion
In this section, we discuss the relation between bandwidth 0 If we define 95 . 0 max  r that is desired maximum reflectivity, we can plot two three-dimensional diagrams in Fig. 3 and 4 , describing the relation between the bandwidth, tilt angle and refractive index change, and the relation between the needed length of tilted gratings and these parameters, respectively. From the two figures, we can conclude that in the condition of reflectivity 95%, without considering the shift of central wavelength, if a very narrow bandwidth is wanted to get, the grating parameters must be obtained in the ravines in Fig. 3 , and the ridges in Fig. 4 , in other words, the modulation amplitude and length of grating are set nearby the tilt angles of
and  20 . Near these angles, the grating tilt reduces the bandwidth to more narrow degree. If the index modulation amplitude is smaller in these tilt angles, the bandwidth will become narrower, however, the longer fiber gratings is needed. It is also revealed that for the tilted fiber gratings with large index modulation amplitude, the grating tilt compresses the bandwidth more fiercely, but at the expense of large grating length.
Finally, we randomly extract a point from Fig. 3 and 4 , the tilt angle, effective index change and length of gratings are 
Summary
For tilted fiber gratings, on the couple-mode equations, we derive the expression of the reflectivity and resonant wavelength, explicit various parameters and variable, more importantly, deduce the formula of bandwidth originally. Numerical simulations and analyses are performed, and to make clear the comprehensive effects of grating length and modulation amplitude on bandwidth, two three-dimensional diagrams are plotted in the case of the maximum reflection of 95%. There are some special tilt angles, for instance, about  8 , where the bandwidth is ultra-narrow, and the maximum reflectivity is still high as much as 95%. It is useful to narrow-band filter, narrow line laser and Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) in optical communication and fiber sensing systems [7] .
